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Princeton, Caldwell Coon , Kentuck

Princeton Native
Heads Louisville
Bar AssociatiOn

The Leader To Publish
Early This Next Week
T he Leader will publish
early next week so that the
paper will be delivered to
subscribers before Christmas.
This next edition will carry
greeting and best wishes
from merchants and business
houses of Princeton and tlik
vicinity. The newspaper office will be open Monday,
but the shop will be closed
Monday through Wednesday.
The newspaper staff take
this opportunity to thpnk
merchants and subscribers
for their cooperation throughout this past year and to
wish each and every one a
merry Christmas.
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Thursda , December 20, 1951
Overfield Assumes His
Duties At Sub-Station

600 Ask For forms
In Moe light, inc.
labor Survey Here
Sufficient Number Of
Skilled tabor Found
For New Industry To
Begin Operations

Marshall R. Eldred Is
A Former President Of
Kiwanis Club Here And
Hospital Board Member

graduated from colApproximately 600 persons reMarshall P. Eldred, former resapplication forms to apquested
939, jobs were hard to
ident of Princeton and graduate
ply for jobs with the Moe Light
the first opening I
of Princeton High School, was
Company since the announcement
in Prinveton. That was
elected president of the Louisville
last week that the new industry
luck began, and I can
meeta
during
Bar Association
will locate here, it is announced.
that it has not stopped,"
ing of the association held Friday.
Over 403 of these application
ds of the modest Butler
Mr. Eldred is the brother of
• 1 Band director, K. V.
forms have been returned add inMary Wilson and George Eldred
'hen he was presented
Pictured above is Ralph J. terviewers with the Kentucky
of Princeton.
for $700 from Princeton
Overfield, former assistant coun- State Employment Service said
Seifert quadruplets, 19 months old, ponder over what to say
The
SANTA-FOUR
TIMES:
DEAR
Graduated fr om Princeton
that they already have found a
t a band concert Tuesa s they write their first letter to Santa Claus at Sleepy Eye, Minn. Only Monica Mae (right) Hign School, Mr. Eldred entered ty agent of McCracken and Marsufficent n urn b er of skilled
.
duties
assumed
who
counties,
ion
Ann,
and
Martha
Michael
Delores,
Marie
are
right)
to
(left
seems to have hit upon the idea. Others
Vanderbilt University where he
toy was given by the
workers for the plant to begin
Arthur. They are the children of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Seifert of Sleepy Lye, and were born received an A. B. degree in law here last weok as assistant direcoperations.
•f this community and
dethe
of
tor
Husbandry
Animal
May 3, 1950. (AP Wirephoto)
and later attended the Univer- partment of the Western Kentucby Gordon Lisanby in
Conversion of the Kentucky
sity of Michigan where he com'on of Mr. Bryant's work
Whip and Collar Company plant
ky Sub-Experiment Station.
training.
legal
pleted his
lag the cultural and soto fit the needs of the new indusKenneth Allen Gets 1
Courthouse Offices
Mr. Eldred spent three years
the community in his
try is expected to begin within
3
To
Years
For
Attack
as assirtaret to the district attorhere. The funds, which
the next two weeks when carpenWill Close Christmas
ney of Louisville and later formunder the sponsorOn Harralson Couple
ters, plumbers a n d electric-Linz
All offices in the Calded a partnership with Ely H.
e Band-Boosters Club
are expected to be on the job.
Kenneth Edward Allen, 24well county courthouse will
Brown III, in which firm he now
band members, will_ year-old North Carolina youth
Kim Moe, manager of the Princebe closed on Christmas and
Scouts
Will
Interested
practices. In addition to his legal
toward construction of who allegedly attacked a honeyton plant is expected to arrive
New Year's Day. The county
Be Taught Elements Of
duties, he occupies a prominent
here today to work out details of
quell the Bryants' have mooning Princeton and Hopkinsextension office will close
position in civic affairs in Louisthe conversion, it was reported.
ing.
ville couple along the TennesseeDecember 22 at noon and will
Clifton And Clinton
Using Small Fire-Arms
ville. At present he is an elder
The firm, the world's largest
ant who became director North Carolina border last Aug.
open at 8 a. m. December
The Boy Scout Troop of the
in the Fourth Avenue Presbyter- Group Includes Those
manufacturer of home lighting
High School Band in 13, was found guilty at Maryville, Ogden Memorial Methodist Clift Receive Plaque
27. The office will close in
ian Church, president of the Legequipment, is over 20 years old.
• with a group of 40 Tenn., on a charge of assault with Church was officially placed unFor Accomplishments
observance of New Year's at
From Military Schools,
al Aid Society, member of the
The parent plant is located at
red players, and now an automobile with intent to der the sponsorship of the newly
and
29
December
Saturday,
12
Development
Pasture
In
Board of Directors of Louisville
Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin. The
Junior Colleges And
78-member concert band commit manslaughter.
will open January 3, 1952.
formed Methodist Men's Club by
The Princeton Kiwanis Club
Neighborhood House, president of
company has over 500 independks among the top high
Allen was given a one-to-three- unanimous decision of the group honored farmers of Caldwell
State
Universities
1
the Kentuckiana Vanderbilt Club,
ent distributors selling its prodds in Kentucky. Under year sentence at the conclusion made during a dinner meeting
county at the annual Farmers'
With the annual closing of col- ucts in this country. Moe Light
and past master of the Crescent
t's direction, the band of a closely-contested two-day Thursday night, Thomas Lacey,
Night Program Friday night Ft. Campbell Soldier
the
and
for
leges
universities
fixtures bear the approval of
Hill Masonic Lodge.
24 awards in the last hearing.
president, announces.
when awards were presented to Charged With Detaining
Chris tm as holidays,, students Underwriters' Laboratories.
. District Band Festival
During his residence in PrinceAn Associated Press dispatch
Twenty-six scouts from ages 11 the most outstanding F. F. A.
started arriving home the past
A Woman Here Sunday ton, Mr. Eldred was one-time weekend thr o ugh Wednesday.
vs been won by Butler from Maryville said Allen's attor- to 13 compose the troop under the
member, winners of the Green
ville each year since neys indicated they will appeal supervision of Scout Master Joe
Sgt. Alfred Johnston, of Ft. president of the Kiwanis Club, Among those who will spend the 1952 Kentucky License
Pastures Award and the most
year the band has the case.
mpbell, arrested here Sunday treasurer of the Central Presby- holidays with parents and friends Stickers
Weeks. The troop has met for outstanding 4-H boy and girl, in
Now On Sale
follows: 1943, superior;
Allen was indicted earlier this more than nine years, according the county.
on charges of detaining a woman, terian Church, and member of are the following:
The 1952 state motor vehicle liIlent; 1945, superior; month on three charges. The oth- to Mr. Weeks, and is expected to
Clifton and Clinton Clift were is being held to the grand jury, the Caldwell County Hospital
University of Kentucky: Nan- cense stickers are now on sale
Board.
nor; 1947, superior; er two charges, assault and bat- steadily grow and progress under presented a plaque signifying according to police report.
cy Armstrong, Gene Croft, Cyn- at the county clerk's office, John
nor: 1949, superior; tery and grand larceny growing the sponsorship of the Men's accomplishments in pasture deThe soldier is reported to have
thia Cunningham, Jimmy Hodge, Morgan announced 'Wednesday.
nor. The Butler group out of the theft of an automobile, Club. Marion Bunyard, Naval Re- velopment by the Kentucky attempted to detain an employee Special Service Chief
Don Patmor, Jacqueline ShoulThe new stickers may be purhighly recognized at the were ordered set over Saturday serve lieutenant, and veteran of Green Pastures Association, and of the Princeton Hosiery Mill,
ders, Howard Stone, To m Mc- chased any time up to and inAuxiliary
Legion
Of
work
aments held annually until April 14.
to
way
her
on
was
who
will
Philippines,
the
the war in
Henry Traylor, 16 year old ButKnight.
cluding March 1. However, Mr.
Green. Placement is
proolitredsaly1:30 p. m. Tuesday night, Gives Address Here
The defendant was convicted in assist Mr. Weeks in teaching ele- ler junior, was selected as the a
Western State College: Char- Morgan urged vehicle owners to
for each year: 1943, ex- connection with an attack upon ments of marksmanship to those most outstanding 4-H boy in
Mr. Lee La Chaut, chief of
945, superior; 1946, ex- John and Yvonne Hardin Harrel- scouts interested. He plans to be- Caldwell county. Luretta Traylor, The soldier is being held un- special services, of Outwood. Ky., les Adams, Pat Horn, Connie Bra buy their licenses as soon as possher, Billy Price, Houston Hatler, sible. There is nearly always a
947, superior; 1948, ex- son while the Princeton boy and gin with email fire-arms and to daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy der $1000 bond.
was guest speaker at a meeting Jimmy Clayton, C. W. Martin, rush the last few days of Febru9, superior; 1950, su- Hopkinsville girl were on their avance into the use of heavy Traylor, of Quinn, was chosen the
of the American Legion Auxili- Wyman Boren, Jimmy Boren, ary, which causes daley and inthe 1949 state tourna- honeymoon. The couple was mar- equipment.
most outstanding 4-H girl in the CaidwelJ 4-H Leaders
ary, Carlisle Unit 116, which met Norma Sue Cartwright, Cather- convenience to all who wait un28 soloists from Butler, ried in Hopkinsville Aug. 11 and
The troop is composed of county.
at the home of Mrs. Carter Ad- ine Hopper, Willie "Frog" Wat- til then to buy, he added.
Meet
District
Attend
superior, and in 1950, went to Fontana Village, N. C., Jiune% Rice Hubbard, Bob Marams, December /3. Mrs. Ernest
Selected as most outstanding
The new stickers raay not be
"How Big Is 4-H Work" was Childress and Mrs. Claude An- son and Johnny Newsom.
ists 24 ranked excellent. for their honeymoon. The attack shall Head, Kenneth Ray Oliver, Future Homemaker of America
Murray State College: Charles used until Deceniber 29. After
ce honors were grant. occurred as they were out for a Tommie Sneed Lacey, Joel Thom- in this county was Betty Sue the topic of a discussion led by derson were co-hostesses.
D. Akridge, Billy Clayton, Nellie March 1, it is illegal to operate
Butler group at the drive on the mountain.
as Goodaker, John R. McNeeley, Jones of the Butler Chapter, Dorothy Fisher, field agent in
Guests included Mrs. G. C.
a motor vehicle without a new
Testimony at the trial Friday James R. Parsley, Temp)
, Temple- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ellis 4-H work, at the district Time Winn, district chairman, Mrs. Crenshaw, Carolyn Croft, Ann
entucky Band Festival
Quisenberry, Rosie Beck, Dorla license. One sticker is provided
Economics meeting held Decemurray in IDS!. As a and Saturday showed Allen, go- ton, Floyd Wilson, Jr., David Jones, of Eddy Creek.
Tucker and Mrs. Gladys Bogard,
to be attached to the lower right
achievement, the But- ing up the mountain behind the Pedley,- Bobby Boone, Kendall
Butler Future Farmer of Amer- ber 11 at the First Methodist of Marion, and MTS. John Wood- Stallings, Margaret Gresham, corner of the wind-shield of each
Romelia Hooks, Ralph McConnell,
received first place Harrelson car, bumped the Ken- Boyd, David Cotton, Kenneth ica member recognized as being Church at Hopkinsville, Ken- all, of Princeton.
Nancy Farmer, Billy Hodge, Min- vehicle.
bands in the Kentucky tucky car several times from the Gilkey, Wayne Kelley, Ronald most outstanding was Ellis John- tucky. Miss Gentry stated that
The county clerk requests that
Mallory, and Bill Sam Young.
nie
girls
and
boys
million
two
over
Haydon
Lowery,
finally
rear,
bumpers
the
with
Marvin
year.
Lacey,
this
Rand contest
ston, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ramey
vehicle owners bring their 1951
Friendship
Club
4-H
in
enrolled
weie
S.
U.
the
in
lt
Vanderbi
University:
Bob
Douglas
McKnight,
testified
locking.
Harralsons
The
Bobby
ant states that the ButKelly,
Johnston, of Otter Pond. Bertram
renew
McConnell, Joan Pickering, Bob registration certificates to
are preparing for the that Allen forsed them to give Cothran, and Tommy Cotton.
Jones was awarded a medal as 4-H Clubs. Of that total 66,000 Has Christmas Program
,
licenses,
Gentry
Miss
Kentucky,
in
are
and
Taylor.
Fred
Joe
Rev.
mount,
then
in which three major him a ride doPri the
Also at the meeting,
most outstanding F. F. A. mem'
APW
Vice-president Johnny Darnel)
said.
Louisville School of Medicine:
Callender sang several selection ber in the Fredonia Chapter, and
e scheduled for early fought them during the drive.
of the Friendship 4-H Club preCaldfrom
leaders
4-H
Forty
Hearing
Cumberland
Dam
Allen denied the charge that from "Show Boat" including "Old Luretta, Howton was selected as
e District Band Festisented a Christmas program to Paul Cunningham.
held in Madisonville he intentionally hit the Harral- Man River", and "Deep River", the most prominent F. H. A. well, Hopk ins, Muhlenberg, the 43 club members, and 5 visiLouisville Dental School: Jack Scheduled For Jan. 14
counChristian
and
Lyon
Trigg,
the State Band Tourna- son car trying to cause an acci- and two operatic Christmas solos, member in the Fredonia Chapter.
tors who attended a meeting held Giannini.
A hearing on a proposal to
which Butler will corn- dent, testifying that he •bumped "Holy Night" and -There Were
Ben S. Adams, Kentucky Com- ties were instructed in "Methods last week.
North Carolina State: Mr. and build a multipurpose dam on the
MeetProject
a
Constructing
of
he staged in April and the Kentucky auto accidentally Shepherds". He was accompanied missioner of Agriculture, was
lower Cumberland River, near
Those participating in the pro- MTS. John Harrelson.
Completto be performed by the because he came up behind it by Mrs. Bernice Davis at the pi- guest speaker at the dinner meet- ing" and "Methods of
gram were Etta McCormick, PatAgnes Scott, Decatur, Ga.; Bet- Kuttawa, is scheduled for Janoup for the Kentucky while traveling at too high a ano.
ing, and James Maddox and Her- ing Records" by Edith Lacey.
uary 14 at Gravelly Point, Va.,
Representing Cobb were Mrs. sy Hale, Shirley Thomas, Joyce ty Jo Linton.
The membership of the club man Brenda represented Butler
I Association meeting speed.
George Peabody College, Nash- the Board of Engineers of Rivers
One Bryant and Mrs. Garland McCormick, Nancy Adams, Dotty
in63
reached
now
has
and
married
is
who
has
which
Allen,
and
high
Fredonia
schools.
schedalso
is
uisville,
and Harbors announced thia
Joyce, Jack Wyatt, Elsie Brewer, ville: Mary Virginia Meadows.
a 2-year-old child, was formerly cludes the following men:
Thr program was under the di- Wood.
pril.
Shirley Petty, Betty Storms,
Citadel, Charleston, S. C.: Lar- week.
BarHillery
Unithe
Amos,
at
student
Thomas
pre-medical
a
the
of
Agriculrection
Kiwanis
and soloists are Bob
The dam, which many citizens
'Betty McCormick, Rema Haile, ry Pedley.
ronet and trumpet: Ron- versity of Tennessee. He admitted nett, H. E. Brandon, Alvin Bran- ture Committee composed of S. County Soldier Serves
Carol Moore, Ruby Capps, BeverGeorgetown College: Joan Wat- in Caldwell county think would
BarB.
L.
Bohanon,
misdeon
B.
J.
don,
convictions
previous
J. Lowry, Edwin Lamb, and Jimclarinet: Chloe Ann
ly Burton, Nina Adams, Darlene son. Sara Richic, and Bill Mc- boost the economy in this area,
With Army In Okinawa
rett, James Bowman, Lois Castle- my Wallace Mr. Wallace, a forflute; Barbara Bishop, meanor charges.
would cost approximately $145,Pvt. Lee R. Gray, of Princeton Dockery, Betty Porter, Johnny Caslin.
lden
a
W
berry,
Castleberry, mer outstanding 4-H Club mem: Tommy Bishop, trom000,000 and would take the place
Route 2, arrived on Okinawa re- Darnell, Bill Ladd, Leroy Hart,
Cunningham,
Lacy
James Cash,
ber and farmer, presented medals
a Baitnott. oboe; Billy
of two low-navigation dams alcently and was assigned to the Mozel Smiley, Bobby Thomas,
Dr. W. L. Cash, Lee Cardin, K. to those recognized for outstandclarinet; Marshall Ethready authorized on the lower
Battalion, accord- Wayne Keller, Andrew Dockery,
87th
Ordnance
R.
Cash,
Ralph
R. Cummins, Dr.
ing work.
sphone; Brenda Filer,
Cumberland by Congress.
and Louise Denham.
here.
received
word
to
ing
Jeffrey
D. Ennis, Carl Feaster,
et.
If the Board of Engineers apPrior to going overseas, Gray
Glass, G. V. Griffin, Ira C. Attendance In
ion to his multiple band
proves the project, the recomCounty
BreckinCamp
at
stationed
was
Marlon
Awarded
Brown
Glover, Torbett Greggs, John
. Bryant teaches English
mendation will be sent to Maj.
ridge, Ky. He entered the Army
Gambrel!, Dr. Robert Gordon, Schools Takes Small
Combat Infantry Badge
Beckner And Franklin
and directs the choir of
Gen. Lewis A. Pick, chief of Army
1951:
May,
in
Butler
High
Tramples
Jack Henry, J. R. Hutchinson,
Christian Church.
engineers. His approval would
Pvt. Marlon W. Brown, PrinceGray was formerly employed by
Replace Erwin McCaslin Earl Hollowell, Dr. C. H. Joggers, Dip During November
Over Sinking Fork By
send it to the Bureau of The
?moiled at Western State
awarded
Jones, Dewey
Average attendance in Cald- the Illinois Central Railroad. He ton Route 3, has been
Joe
Jeffords,
Friday
Roy
Resigned
Who
Budget for action. If the bureau
College, he directed the
is a graduate of Butler High the Combat Infantryman Badge, A Score Of 50 to 27
S. A. Beckner and Archie Ladd, Harry Long, Audie Ladd, well county schools, exclusive of School and is the son of MTS. a symbol of close-quarter fighthe R. 0. T. C. Unit loFredonia ground out a 63-53 approves it, McKellar is prepared
McGough, D. Princeton, at the end of the third
Iley
the
Lacey,
to
Conway
added
been
have
Franklin
re. Mr. Bryants' home
ing with the enemy, while serv- victory over Lyon County in the to push for its authorization afLydia Gray, of Princeton.
Miller, Mack McClure, George
ally at Gary, Indiana, Princeton Police staff to replaeo C.
ing with the 1st Cavalry Division Fredonia gymnasium Friday ter Congress reconvenes.
month stands at 92 per cent, acB.
McGough,
Charles
McCorley,
resigned
who
'ire, Marjory, lived in Erwin McCaslin
in Korea, according to word re- night.
cording to figures compiled by Acre Of Burley Brings
Nichols,
E.
L.
Dr.
Moore,
position
G.
a
accept
December 15 to
n. Indiana.
ceived here this week
Leroy MrNeely and Bert Jones Yvonne Reece Crowned
an n- Ralph Overfield, John Peters, J. attendance officer, R. Y. Hooks.
Liberty Farmers $1,000
iving a set of china aisewhere, according to
each scored 15 points to lead the
Rosenthal,
J.
J.
Dr.
deRobinson,
the
attributes
Clifton
T.
Hooks
Mr.
Mayor
Basketball Queen Here
Clifton and Claude Jackson, Local Library Will
hers of the band, and tiouncernent by
Fredonia quintet.
Herbert Redford, J. H. Redd, dine in attendance averages, beYvonne Reece, Butler Senior,
Liberty community, report selling
the presentation of Hollowell Monday.
It was the fifth win as against
L.
E.
Sharp,
H.
G.
Scott,
Royster
Frankl11
Mr. Beckner and Mr.
was crowned basketball queen in
Jimmie low the high of 97 per cent in 1,786 pounds of burley tobacco Close Dec. 25 - Jan. 2
to her husband, Mrs.
five
for
defeats
the
home
team.
Tyrie,
William
Sharp,
duties
id "I feel very grateful. were to have begun their
October, to sickness among coun- from one acre for over $1000.00.
The George Coon Public LiFredonia-Forwards: Yates 12, exercises preceding the game
all present pa- Wallace, Char les Wadfington, ty students. Although the schools This was the second year the acre brary will be closed from Decemwith Sinking Fork in the Frewever that many other m January when
7, McNeely 15.
Rice
Williamson,
Bracher
Frank Weibb,
donia gymnasium Thursday, it
as a whole declined in attendance has been in tobacco. This year a ber 25 to January 2. There will
-ve worked equally as trolmen will be replaced by a
Jones
Center:
15.
under the super- A . P. Yates.
in November the following indi- heavy crop of crimson clover and be no fines imposed on books
T. Since we are in the different staff
Guards: Phelps 11, Rogers I, is announced by school officials.
Members of the board of threeSince the
Miss Reece was crowned by
vidual classes in Caldwell county about fifteen tons ' of manure due during this week, according Burton, Norman.
as what we do is well- v,slon of John Yandell.
Thomas
Lacey,
said Mr. tors are Thomas
schools reported by Mr. Hooks as were turned under. Six hundred to announcement by Miss Perle Lyon County-Forwards: Sowash Billy Hobby, a high scoring senat others who are not staff is short of men,
Rev.
thought it neces- Simmons, J. R. Hutchinson,
ior player. Carrying a bouquet
100 per cent in attendance: pounds of 4-12-8 complete ferti- Hawthorne, librarian. Books 2, Jennings 18, Ramey 4.
he public have worked Hollowell, we
Bunyard, being
sary. with the holidays coming-up Joe Callender, Marion
of yellow carnations tied with
3 and 4 of Bellbuckle lizer was applied on the acre.
grades
are:
January
on
returned
be
should
e with us."
13.
Bell
Center:
new patrolmen E)bert Duncan, Carl Feaster, R. School: grades 3, 5 and 8 of Pin2 and 3.
ing an interview with to add two of the
Guards: Dorroh 8, Wadlington blue ribbon, she was escorted to
were scheduled to come-on S. Sneed, R. W. Dorr, Gardner ey Grove School; grade 3 of
her seat by cheer-leaders and the
9,
reporter, Mr. Bryant who
Beck, Gray.
Program
Chapel
Butler
White.
the year.
senior basketball team.
Bethany School; grades 3, 4, 7
BUTLER-SINKING FORK
such an occasion, words tne first of
In
Students
Local
Four
the
on
served
Friday
For
Scheduled
Beckner
Mr.
Yvonne is the daughter of Mr.
and 8 of Mount Hebron; grades 5
Butler High cagers, still a bit
press what you feel. It
Princeton police force several Savings And Loan Firm
The annual chapel program of Murray College Chorus
and 7 of Liberty; grades 2, 6 and
c feel very humble."
ragged and uncoordinated after a and Mrs. Jim Reece of Princeton
of
member
held
a
be
was
will
School
years ago and
8 of Briarfield: gradwas 2, 4 and Butler High
Four Princeton students at stiff football season, followed the Route 3.
Announces Dividend
Dawson Springs police depart7 of Sugar Creek: grades 1, 2, 3 at 10 a. m. Friday, it is announced Murray State College will be overwhelming victory over Marexin
distribution
dividend
FrankA
All
Mr.
osters Elect
months.
principal.
ment for 18
and 4 of Quinn; grades 3 and 7 by C. A. Horn,
among a chorus of 56 voices in ion December 11, with a score of Urey Nichols Assumes
lin has been a farmer in Cold- cess of $8,500 will be made to of Enon: grades 1, 5 and 6 of alumni members are asked to ap- the College's annual musical pro- 50-27 against Sinking Fork Frileft President
to
wish
County Jailer Duties
, county.
w c'
share-holeliera of the Princeton Hall; grades 1, 3 and 6 of Good pear on stage if they
duction of "Campus Lights" to day night. Hank Ortt and Troy
1 lett was elected Presiin the program, acUrey Nichols took over the pothe school Feb- Wilhelm led the Butler scoring
Federal Savings and Loan Asso- Spring; grade,s 1,'3, 6 and 8 of participate
at
presented
be
he Band-Boosters Club TO PRESENT READING
cording to Marvin Pogrotsky,
sition of Caldwell County jailer
14, 15 and 16, It is an- with 14 points each.
ruary
result of the action Blue Springs.
a
as
ciation
chairman of the program com- flounced.
meeting held after the
Rev. Floyd Loperaido will preButler (50)-Forwards: Wil Saturday, it is reported by county
of the association's directors at
mittee.
art Tuesday night, it is sent a reading, "The Mansion",
liamson 4, Cunningham, Ortt 14, officials. Mr. Nichols succeeds
Its
Holds
Club
from
chorus
Rotary
the
of
Members
their meeting Friday night, acMr. Hampton Nichols who was
by Thomas Winters. by Henry VanDyke at vesper serPrinceton are Margaret Gresham, Pedley.
critically injured and incapacitatcording to J. R. Hutchinson, sec- Annual Christmas Party
Club
Basketball
PresCenters:
14,
Wilhelm
Girls
Rogers.
Central
Quistenberre
at
Ann
held
Croft,
Carolyn
be
to
vices
'dent of the group.
Members of the Princeton RoGuards: Hobby 9, Drennan, ed last year when struck by a
Sunday, Decem- retary of the association.
and Dorla Stallings.
Play Fredonia Team
fficers are H. A. Travis, byterian Church
car.
Those present at the board tary Club held their annual To
annual
9, Ladd.
Salyer
the
time
which
at
23,
()Nona all American Red Heads,
dent; Mrs. Thomas Win- ber
meeting were Dr. W. L. Cash, Christmas party Tuesday night
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(27)
Fork
-Forwards.
be
will
ARM
BROKEN
service
srmats
white gift
Hotel. Toys world's champion girls basketILL OF PNEUMONIA
etary; K V. Bryant, ved. Christmas carols are being president;.Dr. C, F. Engelhardt, at the Princeton
Mrs. J. S. Stine/sough, Hopkins- Coley, Bell, Gentry.
Fredonia
Dr. B. L. Keeney, were exchanged and then left ball dub, will play the
vice-president;
Harold Rudd. chief of PrincePresbyCenter:
8.
White
Central
broken
Ada
: and Mrs. Carter
Monday, ville street, suffered
Played from the
G. Wood, Iley with the program committee for Independents at 8 p. m.
Guards: Roberts, Gresham 8, ton police, is confined to his bed
lower through th B. U. Kevil, F.
when she fell on the
arm
Church
right
Fredonia
e
h
t
at
24,
terian
ter
December
of
children
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to
distribution
W.
•
McGough, J. L. Poble, H.
with a mild case of pneumonia.
1P1110,1, Rev. Laperfido
back porch of her home Monday. Smiley 8.
High School gymnasium.
•
41) will meet gain lit
the corn m natty.
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Youth Convicted
In Attack Case

Two Men Employed
As Policemen Here

ate

Methodist Scouts Kiwa▪ nians Present
Have New Sponsor Awards At Annual
farmer's Night

Caldwell Students
Return Home For
Christmas Holiday

Fredonia Cagers
Whip Lyon County
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

E PRINCETON LEADER
PUSLISHID-IWIRY THURSDAY
. HUTCHISON JR
PITON AND PUOL1514,11
as second clasa matter at Princeton. KY., under the Act of
1679,
ltition prices: In County, $2.50; in State. $3; out-of-State,
Thanks,
$1.50. Resolutions of Respect. 3 cents a
. Cards of
. Unsolicited poems, 3 cents a word. Reading notices. 10 cents
e.
ER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS — The Associated Press
111stitied exclusively to She use at 'republication of all the local
We dated in this newapeper, as well as at AP news dismtches.

Little Chips

Do You Know?

Kentucky Folklore

"Cycle Of Folk Culture"

The Alaska Highway stretches
1,529 miles from Dew-eon Creek,
B. C., through Canada and the
Yultion Territory to Fuirbanks,
Alaska.
• • •
A Christmas greeting was received this week from a former
Junior, Norris Norman, better
known as "Red", who is now
aboard the U. S. S. Rich,

tore has set me thinking of ideas
By Gordon Wilsori, Ph. D.
(Western State College)
that developed along with the
News that a nevi industry, Moe
A reporter for a newspaper up
One of the advantages of living changing furniture. There was a
Light, Inc., will locate in Prince- in the mountain
s of Eastern Ken- in a transitional age Is that one time, even at Fidelity, when the
ton is proof to us that this little
, old furniture that had surtucky wrote in his community can see a. whole cycle of folk cul- heat)
community is on the march. Inture. Customs that were very vived the long trek from central
dustry, such as this, does not lo- newspaper that two of his friends much alive went through a period
North Carolina sat around in the
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cate in towns where progress is were in his neck of the woods of decline, gradually built up reMPIAIHER NATIONAL EDITORIAL ASAOCIATION
houses and was accepted grudgdormant.
recently. "The reason I knew it sistance to outside influences, and ingly by the family because of
was them was that I seen them again asserted themselves. Of the sentimental value it had. Oth• •
Princeton is greatly in need of and talked to them," he conclud- course, no second period of a cuser families, who had not had such
a new industry which will employ ed. That is what I call real moure. tom has ever been exactly what
great ancestors or such visible
both
men and women. Perhaps lain instinct.
it was in the first instance, but evidences of being somebody, had
To me, the most important thing my community needs is all
fewer of our young people in the
many of the familiar aspects re- to put up with whatever could
• • •
Its people having the right spirit. After all, what is a community?
future will not find it necessary
"I saw one of those driver- appear.
It is a group of people with common interests and laws who occupy
be bought cheaply at the stores.
to leave their hometown to find trainer cars the other day," reHome-made furniture, in pio- Rather oddly, some of the younga definite area. Without people, there would be no community. So
employm
ent.
Those
Industrie
ports
s
alAFB.
"There
was
a man in neer days, was a necessity. Local er inheritors of the antique stuff
the first thing needed is some way to get the people interested in
ready located here have played a the driver's seat in front; there wood-worker
s, with their avail- felt ashamed of their old furnithe community and willing to do their part in promoting its needs.
big
part
in
making
Princeto
was
n
a
woman
in the back seat. I able tools, brought into being the ture and longed for the bright
We need people who are interested in all the affairs of the comwhat
it
is
today
am
and
I
had
thought
sure
back-seat driving necessary articles, guided by what new beds and wash-stands and
munity and who want to improve it and thereby improve their conditions and themselves. They must be willing to keep their property this new one will take its place was instinctive with women, but they knew of such things as il- dressers that the less well-to-do
beside
the
others in building a apparently some of them even lustrated by
clean, painted, and repaired and willing to help keep the town clean
articles already own- had bought.
greater, more progressive city.
require training in that."
ed in pioneer homes. Not all the
by not throwing paper and rubbish in the streets and yards. EveryGradually the old pieces were
work of such people was artis- relegated to- side rooms or the
one must do his part.
•
tic; the general purpose was smokehouse shed or, if beds, cut
When the people are interested and willing, they must have
qualified officials to lead them. The mayor and others who hold
go out and whack down any old practical, not artistic. But, because up to make a porch settee, with
the immediate background of the headboard of the bed as the
important offices in the community must be definitely interested in
tree that had a green branch on
many of these unknown artists bark of the seat. With the
the community; its needs and problems. They must be qualified
old
it. Now they're getting instruc- was influenced by a period
when stuff safely out of the parlor,
to cope with these problems and must want to improve the comtions on how to do the job right." good furniture was being
munity. When we have good officers and all the people are inmade people felt a greater interest in
Mr. Sowder says more women for the wealthy and the people of life
terested, then we can add some of the many material things our
and did not need to apoloare reported to be taking part in the cities, many an ignorant gize
Dear Santa:
community needs.
for the strange-looking mirthis
year's
Christma
worker
am
I
little
turned
s
a
girl,
tree
yrs.
old. I
Ili
harvest,
out a useful, beau- rors or heavy chests. There was
To have a good community its citizens must be educated. We
and
he
says
tiful
they
First
am
a
article.
have
Grader at Eastside
proved exneed better schools and educational facilities. Our schools need to
where things had arrived when
Model 454
With the coming of better means I left Fidelity. Democracy of
be larger with more rooms and smaller classes. They need better school. I have been very good cellent workers, especially in
sorting,
grading and bundling and of transportation, thre came
lighting, more lockers, a new gymnasium, and other improvements. and I would like to have for Xmas
a furniture had won the day, and
later type of furniture, which cap- social lines had grown pretty dim.
The public library could be made larger and perhaps a small mus- a pr. of roller skates, a doll, a in jobs requiring care.
"I would like to see them used tured the fancy of people who
eum added. This would help the adult citizens of the community cowgirl suit, also nuts, candy and
Once, years later, while I was
fruit. Please remember all the more in selecting trees for Cut- had been used to their own hometo continue their education.
at home on a vacation, I was
other
little
children,
my
mommie
ting,
because
made
they
type. Hundreds of artistic asked by one of
have a better
Another one of the most important needs of our community
our neighbor
is a recreation center and park. A supervised playground for the and daddy and especially my un- idea of a shapely tree that would beds and other pieces of furniture girls to go up the creek, as we
cle
Lona
in
is
Korea.
suit
the house than the average were destroyed or moved out to
younger children would not only keep them off the streets, but
called the area near the headSincerely yours,
woodsman or lumberjack," he the shedroom and, like the cabiwould also teach them good sportsmanship and how to get along
waters of Beechy Fork, to look
Ellen
Ray Davis,
said. Mr. Sowder believes poor net in Lowell's "Sunthin' in the
with others, thus making them better citizens. A recreation center
at a genuine spinning wheel that
305 Dawson Rd.
trees should be left in the woods Pastoral Line," made to hold
for teen-agers would give them something to do and would keep
she wanted for her awn house.
Princeton, Ky.
magine a radio with a traveland improved by shearing and garden seeds or other necessary
them off the highways and out of trouble. This center could have
We found the old wheel in the atpruning before cutting.
• • •
farm supplies. There such things
ing beam of light that "spots"
places for outdoor games and a building with a gym, a skating rink,
tic in the midst of other stuff,
each station as you dial! It's a
Hailing from Coeur d'Alene, on remained until another wave some of it that would now
a place to eat, club rooms, and other recreation facilities. There Dear Santa Claus:
bring
I am a boy 4 years old. I would the edge of the
G-E advantage that makes easy,
could be a center for adults too and a park where everyone might
Idaho mining brought antiques into prominence. several hundred dollars, My
accurate tuning a cinch! This
go for picnics and relaxation, and to enjoy nature and fresh air. I like for you to bring me a service country, he has been a tree man Old, forgotten furniture was young friend overlook
ed the old
streamlined beauty performs
believe these things would make our people better, happier, and Station, a gun that shoots balls, about 30 years and has been with 'brought out, cleaned of the ac- beds then.
I wish I knew what
beautifully, too, with rich melcumulation of years of varnish
more relaxed citizens and would cut down on accidents and trouble. coca cola truck, Lumber truck, a the government since 1928.
ever became of the other pieces
train, an alligator that crawls on
low tone. It's smart to replace
In some sections of town, better houses are needed. Tf these
"I came up the hard way be- and paint and dirt, and put and whether some later enthusithe floor. I would like some fruit,
your old radio with a new G-E
sections were cleaned up and neat, substantial houses built a
ginning by working in the log- right back into the modern house, ast recognized their value and
nd
Dial Beam Radio today
rented at a low cost, it would improve the conditions of the people nuts and candy. I have been a ging camps," he said. He also whether the exterior suited the gave them a new lease
life
on
in
good boy. Remember my sisters
and would add to the attractiveness of the town.
taught forestry for six years at antiques or not. The long period more respectable quarters.
and brothers, also mom and dad.
when antiques were "out" rather
the University of Idaho.
More and better sidewalks and better streets are needed in
Your little friend,
•
than "in" destroyed many a piece
some parts of town. They would make it safer and easier for walk•
Kenneth Wayne Wilson
that deserved a longer life and
Original manuscripts and notes
ing or riding and would improve the looks of the community.
The Cabinet Room at No. 10 also destroyed much
• • •
At
that should used by Brig. Gen. Henry Martyn
many corners traffic lights should be installed and safety
Downing Street is equipped with have gone the way
signs put Dear Santa Claus:
of all things Robert in preparation of a famup. Name plates are needed for most of the streets. All of
double
doors
these
and
the
windows of earth. Not all antiques were ous book, "Robert'
/ am a little girl 2 years old. I
things would make our town safer.
s Rules of Orwould like for you to bring .me have double sashes to balk would- artistic, by any means.
der", were presented to the LiS. Seminary
We need better stores in our town. The stores should
be
listeners.
This review of antique fund- brary of Congress, April 24,
be a doll, a doll buggy, an iron, a
1950.
clean, well kept, and should look attractive. They should
sell more set of dishes, a telephone, an althings of good quality and more of the things which
you -want and ligator and a dress. I have been
need.
extra good this year. I would like
Our community needs to offer more jobs to its
young people some fruits, nuts and candy. Reand older ones, too. These jobs should offer a chance
for advance- member all the other children.
ment, a good place to work, and a good salary.
Your little friend.
More jobs should
also be offered for teen-agers. This would
give them spending
Linda Faye Wilson
mottey and having the responsibilities of a job
• • •
would make them
more reliable and trustworthy, more
independent, and would help Dear Santa:
those who wish to work and save for college.
Will you bring me a bike
Our community has a very nice hospital
and good doctors combination medical kit, sled and
but the people themselves need to be more concerne
d with their sparklers. Will you bring Gerald
health. They should follow the health rules
and should have per- a tractor, rollercoaster, airplane
iodical examinations by their family
doctor. Also, we need a school and fireworks.
doctor and nurse for our schools. They
would help in detecting
With love,
and preventing disease in the students
of our schools. Everyone
Dana Goodaker
should do all he can to keep himself healthy
and to prevent disease.
Gerald Goodaker
We have many nice churches in our
community but more of
•
•
•
the people need to go to them. All
those who are able should be Dear
Santa:
in church every Sunday. This would improve
the spiritual condiI am a little girl 11 years old.
tions in our community and would make
us better people and I would
like for you to bring
citizens.
me an umbrella, a nurse kit, a
If we could add these improvements
to our community and pair
of shoes. Don't forget my
the people would have the right
spirit, then I believe we would have
schoolmates and my school teachan attractive community without
many accidents or much trouble;
er. Also bring my brothers and
we would have an ideal place to live;
and our community would be
sisters something, and bring me
a good example to others.
some fruit, nuts and candy
If not only my community but all
communities would improve
Yours truly,
themselves; then we would improve
our country and would make
Joan Wilson
it a better nation which would be
a good example to other countries and could do more toward
spreading Christianity and Democracy over all the world.
—(ay Ruth Ladd, essay winner)
By J. S. H.
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Congo brown,
alabaster ivory,
Persian red
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Shopping In Russia

Taxes In 1952?

H. C. P'Pool Tractor

And Implement Co.
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Washington
Letter

(By Jane Eads)
It would be a good thing if
every Ame,•ican—in this era in
Washington — Christmas trees
which the free enterprise system
is under constant attack from
are a hobby with Arthur M. Sow within and without—could pay a
visit to a retail store in Russia or
der, xtension forester, U. S Deone of the other communist countries
. That would provide an expartment of Agriculture, but with
cellent practical test of the
difference between a free competitive
many Americans raising them is
economy, and a controlled,
totalitarian economy.
an up-and-coming industry and
In the Russian store, the visitor
would find that all goods were a highly profitabl
e one.
tigidly rationed—rthe average
citizen is allowed to buy just
Mr. Sowder estimates that more
enough
to live at a subsistence level.
Prices, of course, acre fixed by the than 28,500,00
0 trees--(firs, pines
government at whatever level the
masters of the nation desire—and, and others—will
be on hand to
save for a few such staples as
bread and potatoes, the prices are supply the nation's
1951 requirealways extremely high in terms of
the earning power of the masses. ments. Most of the
trees come
High prices are a deliberate communi
st device by which earnings from north Middle West
states,
are immediately siphoned back
into the coffers of the state.
New England, New York. PenThere is no competition, in our
understanding of that word. nsylvania and the Northwest PaThe government controls everythi
cific region.
ng, and directly owns practical
ly
everything, all the way from farm and
"The bulk of the trees come
factory to the store. Even
the most modest luxuries are
unknown. And many of the necessi- out of wild land," he told me,
ties are constantly in short supply, so
that even meager legal rations "but more and more producers
cannot be filled.
are getting the seedling stock and
actually growing the trees in
Contrast this with those show windows
of America--our retail
stores, small and large, chain and independ
plantations. They've been getting
ent. The difference is
literally incredible. Only free enterpris
marketable trees in about 10
e can produce abundance
years."
and high living standards.
The little private growers, he
says a r e turning out
bushier,
greener, prettier-shaped
trees
than we used to find on the
market.
But
t
h
e
Forest
There is apparently no end to President
Thetension
Truman's desire to Service is
encouraging all cutters
milk more money from the taxpayers in order
to continue his wild to get better
trees for the market.
spending orgy. In a newspaper interview at Key
West the President
"There's
been a lot of grumbindicated he was thinking of a $90 billion budget
for 1952 es com- ling about the
poor trees left on
pared with one of $70 billion for this year.
the market after the
season," he
Congress in its last session passed a bill
raising taxes almost said. "Some cutters used to
just
$6 billion a year. This was sharply cut from
the Pesident's $10 iissese
asmigiennallinffili
billion increase request. But it is a stiff Jolt to
the taxpayers nevertheless and it is just now going into effect.
The first income tax
payments under it will not be due until January.
Even before that first payment the President
is talking about
another boost, a twenty billion dollar boost. There
is only one way
to stop this mad extravagance at Washing-ton.
That is up to the
Senators and Representatives.
Your
If the preseM Senators and Representatives refuse
to buck the
President in his continuous demands for more
money, it is up to
Headquarters
the voters to send men to Washington who will do
so.
For
—(The Harden County Enterprise)
So government by brothers would make for an
even more
closely knit ruling-clique, shout the Democrats. 1( 1. assumed
they
are referring to the new Ohio gene, Bob and Charlie.
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Electric Giving
Rings the Bell!
When time is growing short ...
when you're
searching for that one gift that will
make the perfect
Christmas present ... when great
arrays of gifts have
simply added to your confusion—give
an electrical
knowing you couldn't have chosen
better.
An electrical appliance makes the
perfect gift. It is
designed ... beautifully designed
... for usefulness,
for doing some particular task
more easily, and with
less work and trouble. And it's
appreciated for years.

gift,

Kentucky Utilities Company
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MORE SPACEI
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NEW CONVENIENC

Was $279.95

.
PRINCETON LUMBER CO

Space Maker
REFRIGERATOR

GENERAL lit ELECTRIC
REFRIGERATORS

Fossils of three and five-toed
Eohippus horses are found in the
John Day fossil beds near John
Dar. Oregon.

Sponge Action Of
Basement Walls Is
Owners Problem

You don't have to fuss to insure pleasure plus at your
Christmas feast. Just plan it around a plump even-reedy turkey
Iran Alla'. Because the head, feet and excess west* Sr. retrieved
before weighing, there's less work for you .. nor* tender,
delicious meat for your money.
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Mrs. Glenn Bright a.
forms on the surface, you know fund from the crew of the Helena, who raised the money to help Robert Gordon
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Capillarity is especially a
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problem because it works up- coatings on the market which are
ward. It can carry moisture up supposed to make basements
through the foundation wall above watertight when used on the ingrade to where it can attack and hide-especially checking capilrot the sill of a house. The way larity (except upward). The most
to prevent this is to have a damp- effective of these are integral
proofing course installed in a waterproofing compounds to be
wall to stop dampness from ris- mixed with cement and sand in
pargeting walls.
ing above the basement level.
A miniature basement, built of
Some authorities recommend
this dampproofing course to be regulation hollow concrete blocks
placed 6 to 18 inches above grade. and coated viiffi- one of these
It can be in the form of a copper waterproofing compounds on the
or other metal sheet, serving the inside surface only, floated in a
double purpose of a termite tank of water at the Architects'
shield. Or it can be a layer of Samples Corp., in New York, for
slate, or heavy roofing felt laid four or five years before it was
flat on the masonry, embedded removed from the exhibit. No
in mortal and extending from waterproofing of any kind was
one face of the wall to the other. used on the outside of the porous
Sometimes a dampproofing blocks. Still the inside of the litcourse is placed directly over the tle basement remained perfectly
footings of a foundation. This is dry at all times.
There are other materials that
done,especially when the outside
of a foundation is to be water- are merely brushed on walls, inproofed. It stops capillarity at the stead of being troweled on. These
footing, so it can go no higher.
apparently are adequate for mild
You can often keep walls dry cases of capillarity. One is now
ALL SIZES -- $2.95
against capillarity by lining your shown at the Architects' Samples
basement with a parge coat of exhibit coated on the outside of
cement or stucco. This is keyed cinder blocks while the hollow
into the floor by cutting a trench cores stand full of water.
two inches wide and an inch deep
The Portland Cement Associaalong the bottom of the wall. In tion, however, lacking sufficient
mild cases a cement-trout coating practical tests of such products,
may work. But such linings only has not endorsed them, but reckeep moisture out of the base- ommended cement pargeting.
ment and do not retard its upIn very mild cases of capillarward course-in fact, they actual- ity, heating and ventilating used
ly increase it. Engineers tell of to combat condensation should be
cases of hollow masonry walls adequate to keep a basement dry.
filling with water up to the floor
level. Weepholes on the outside
About three-fourths of the
may combat that.
world's supply of sulphur comes
Honeycombing of poorly mixed from "domes" found during oil
concrete and high porosity of drilling on the coast of Louisiana
some masonry units contribute to and Texas.
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PRINCETON SHOE CO.

CRANBERRIES, firm ripe, 1-tb. cello bog .

29c

LARGE SIZE

LUSCIOUS EATING GET
FOR
GIVING,
CHRISTMAS
AND

staHc 29c

PASCAL CELERY

JANE
PARKER
ENGLISH (MEDIUM)
WALNUTS, new crop, 1-1b. cello bag

fruit Cake

NUTS
FRUIT AND
OVER 2/$
cake
lb.
3
$1.45
/
2 lb. coke
11
$4.63
5 lb. cake

$2.89

REGALO
PECAN HALVES

12-oz. ceHo bog

COCOANUT GOLD OR CIFIOC. WHITE

GOLDEN RIPE

Layer Cake, 8 inch

BANANAS

LARGE SIZE

WINESAP

Angel Food Ring

APPLES, red, fancy eating, 5 lb. pliofilm bag 55c

JANE PARKER

COATS & SUITS

Pies (mince 59c) Pumpkin,

Cher

Apple

$45 & $49.75

Range

$39.75

Range

$35.00

Range

$22.50

Range

Now $35.
Now $30.
Now $25.
Now $17.5
Now $12.5

$16.95 & $17.95 Range

LADIES & JUNIOR DRESSES

A & P PLAY STORE
A MINIATURE KNOCK DOWN
SELF SERVICE A & P STORE
Coupons
Worth $I
Included

$19.75 & $16.95 Range. . .

each

On

$14.95

Range

On

$10.95

Range

On

Sale $12.95
Sole $10.95
Sale $ 7.95

ONE GROUP OF DRESSES

11-11 AUTOMATIC I
Finger-tip control
Wide& Weight, 2'n

On Sale
$7.00

St

$9.00

Values to $19.75

AMERICAN CHEESE FOOD
Ched-O-Bit

MISSES WINTER COATS
2 lb. loaf 89c

On Sole

Kids...sow tot Rudolph. the Red-Nosed Reindeer. "come to Or in On
dinging mall.. of tn.. three dirneneien Roder-loam photographs.
Other inching children'a Stereo-Story oulawcts flar we in Vieree-bleabie
Ihrinweeopee sod Projectors Imhof, Arabian Nights Cartons Character%
Rey Regan. Hoyokew Cassidy. Gene Autry Ciao Kid. ladies.. Tarbes.
Wild Ashamed% Athreaturee of Sam Sawyer. Fairy Taira, Moller Goma
Rhymes, The Cbrietome Story. Performing Animals so well as
edueetlosal. entertaining "travel" wow. frarn fox.a•ray Wade.
Nano pkturee are rmuntell in durable Virer Mester
•••••-•corm Reel*.

MARVIN DATES, imported pitted 74 as. pkg. Me

HOLIDAY STORE HOURS

STEREOSCOPE '2.00
VIEW-MASTER REELS
Sic EACH • THREE FOR $1.00

$5.95 to $12.95
Values to $17.95

ENTIRE STOCK MILLINERY
On Sale /
1 3 OFF
Here is your opportunity to buy that new coat, suit/ dr
1
,
11
or Hat you've been wanting at a big saving. 011111
make your selection today.
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necessary
as
just
still
is
it
this
the boys and girls of grade and
operating agencies.
years and o
unity corn ttee
high school age closes December as ever to remove Bang's infected
Another group of 29 scientifiit
because
herd
the
from
animals
31. The essays are to be judged
cally trained men a n d women
the
though
even
that
possible
is
early in January.
visited the college to exchangeresistance to the disease has been ideas on research, marketing and
WILDLIFE PLANTING
animal
vaccinated
a
up
built
Gordon Brown, state conservaExtension methods. They were
tion officer, Division of Game and might contact the disease if it particularly interested in tobacco
of
dose
enough
big
Fish, met with the district super- picks up a
production a n d pasture utilizavisors this week. Keith Clapp who the virus from an infected ani- tion, farm machinery, cooperais in charge of wildlife planting mal.
tives and labor saving devices in
The most virulent source of in- the home. The countries of Engprogram, Division of Game and
Fish, had planned to be present, fection is from cows that have land, South Africa, Holland,
aborted. For this reason it is im- Germany, France, Indonesia and
but was unable to attend.
Mr. Brown explained that the portant to isolate any cow that Ireland were represented.
Division operates a nursery at has aborted from the rest of the
until it
Frankfort for the purpose of pro- herd for 30 to 80 days or
ducing plants for wildlife food is determined by test the reason
and cover. These plants include for the abortion.
TOYS OF ALL KINDS
Dr. F. E. Hull, head of the anidifferent kinds of legumes, bushmal pathology department with
We Have Room for 200,000 Pounds Of Burley
es and trees.
HOUSEWARES FOR MOM
says
The plants are available to the University of Kentucky
RADIOS FOR ALL THE FAMILY
that all
desirable
very
is
it
that
An expert in landscaping and
landowners through the local soil
On First Complete Sale After Christmas at . . .
for horticulture, Prof. N. R. Elliott of
AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES
conservation district, cooperating breeding animals be tested
once
the UK College of Agriculture
with the Division of Game and Brucellosis. Bangs, at least
SPORTING EQUIPMENT
be
may
reactors
Fish. There is no charge for the a year so that
and Home Economics, makes a
weeded out or isolated from clean
plants.
plea to homemakers to see that
The SI'S technician assisted cows. A cow does not have to
A Look Around Our Store Will Make Your
the dis- shade trees around their homes
Robert Chambers, I. C. Glover abort to be a carrier of
are not mutilated by ruthless
Christmas List Easy To Complete.
and J. A. Reece, of the Otter ease.
pruning. It is butchering to "deHopkinsville, Ky.
Pond community, in making a
Phone 944 R
horn" a tree, leaving nothing but
joint survey to determine the Clifton Jackson Named
possibility of raising the water
the trunk and a few stubs that
Caldwell
Of
President
Horton
L.
J.
T. M. Russell
level in Otter Pond.
William Hancock Jr.
are six to 10 inches in diameter,
If the proposed plan is carried County 4-H Association
he stated. The beauty of such
comLiberty
Clifton Jackson,
out, it will be possible to keep
trees is gone, and frequently the
of
president
the most of the overflow'from munity, was elected
wounds become infected with rot
the pond off the agricultural land the Caldwell County 4-H Associ- and decay that shorten the life
below. Increased production on ation Directors, during a meeting of the tree.
this land would then be possible. of the group held at the courtThe best time to prune treesi
,
Many soil and water conserva- house Friday night, reports James is when they are without leaves, 4131013011,012adkrataXDaarX,1121-2012a4
tion problems in the county go Roser, assistant county agent.
Other officers elected are James
beyond individual farm boundary lines. These problems can R. Wallace, Eddyville road; vicebest be solved by the interested president; John McKinney, of the
parties working together for the Farmers National Bank, Princeton, was elected to the post of
benefit of all concerned.
secretary and treasurer. ExecuOBSERVE TILE DRAINAGE
I had the opportunity to be in tive committee is composed of
the Hopkins County Soil Conser- Woodrow Thomas, Piney Grove;
vation District this week with William L. Adams, Friendship,
Ted Burris and Scottie Morse- and Minos Cox of Fredonia.
Perry Summers, field agent
SCS technicians there, to observe
fields where tile drainage sys- from the marketing department
of the University of Kentucky,
tems have been installed.
The owners of the fields visited, discussed the by-laws of the
were satisfied with their results newly organized group during the
from tile drainage. They had no- program, Mr. Roser said.
The Caldwell Association is
ticed that better drainage resultplanning to make available to
ed where the tile was deep.
The Soil Conservation Service 4-H members in this county, dairecommends that the tile be laid ry heifers which should arrive
at a minimum depth of three here this spring, according to the
extension office.
feet. A good outlet is required.
Directors present were Wood'Two tiling machines are being
used in Hopkins County District row Ashby, Paul Sheridan, Herwhere 152,000 feet of tiling have man L. Oliver, Euro Vinson, Billy
been laid this year", Mr. Morse Jones, Reginald Phelps, E. W.
Lamb, Roosey Roberts, Garner
said.
Jones. Curtis George, Howard
Leo Duroeher, manager of the Pickering, Guy Smith, Moscoe
Giants, played in two Wlorld Mitchell, John Gentry, Boyce WilSeries. He played for the Yan- liamson, J. L. Hayes, Roy Howkeestin 1928 and the Cardinals in ton.
The next meeting will be held
1934. He managed Series teams
in January, Mr. Roser stated.
on two other occasions.
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SHOPPERS

ATTENTION!!

Western Auto Associate Store
Still Has
GOOD SELECTIONS
For You To Choose From

ORLEY GROWERS

HANCOCK - COOPER - HARTON BURLEY FLOOR

.95

E CO.

AS

Ladies

ITS
Now
Now
Now $2
Now $17
Now $12

DRESSES
Sale $12

n

•n Sole $111
• Sole $7.

DRESSES

JOE P. WILCOX

ELECTRIC HOUSEWARES

-VISUALIZER
6-E AUTOMATIC IRON
for ell
fing•r-tip control of ironing temperatures
sows lifting.
febrks. Weight, 25. pounds, heel rest
$12.95

G-E TRIPLE-WHIP MIXER
Hearin:we design. Twelve tested mixing operations.
PortThree powerful beaters for thorough mixing
$39.95
able

CITY LICENSE
NOTICE

OATS

5
iNERY
cost asity
vine. Reef

GRILL
6-I AUTOMATIC SANDWICH
IRON
WAFFLE
AND
table. Maier
Grills, tee". Mos loads right ot the
$21.95
wisp, ridded yeah% too

G-E AUTOMATIC TOASTER
Went
Moises crisp, golden toast lust the way yon
k•pt in
It Toast pops up when done or can b.
122.95
.
cIrs until you're reody

PRINCETON LUMBER COMPANY

All City Licenses are due Jan. 1st,
1952. There will be a 30% discount
on all car licenses purchased before
Feb. 1st, 1952. The licenses are
ready for sale now.

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

HOUSEWARES

We offer the following suggestions
CANDY
PERFUMES AND COSMETICS
BILLFOLDS
Filling Prescriptions Is The Most Important Port Of Our Business

Phone 2081

S. Seminary

TAKE THE GUESSWORK OUT OF
CHRISTMAS GIVING

CLIFTON HOLLOWELL
Mayor

CORNER DRUG STORE
Main Street

Phone 3404

Fredonia High
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Young
'Margaret Ann Perrin,
r of Mr. and Mrs. Hewlett
, and Pvt. Leonard E.
, son of Mr. and Mrs. Tayoung, were married at 12:15
k, Thursday afternoon, Deber '13, at Springfield, Tennee. The ,,Rev. J. T. Coleman
rformed the double ring ceremony.
The bride wore a light blue
crepe dress with dark blue accessories and her corsage was of
white carnations.
Mrs. Hampton Nichols„ Jr.,
matron of honor, was attired in a
navy blue dress with navy accessories and her corsage was of
white carnations.
'Mr. Garnett Traylor served as
best man.
Mr. and Mrs. Young were given a dinner by the bridegroom's
parents when they arrived in
Princeton at 5:30 that day. The
table was centered wth a threetiered cake topped with a miniature bride and bridegroom and
Ranked on either side by candles.
The bridegroom, a graduate of
Butler High, will report to
Stoneman, California, for overseas duty with the U. S. Army.
Mrs. Young is a member of
this year's class at Butler High
and will complete her studies.
Azores Islands were built to repel privateers.
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Cadiz Road
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, -e spiritual
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tended the Military Ball Friday the weekend at Cadiz.
Even
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Those present were Mesdames.
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Armstrong,
D.
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W
Allison Akin,
a daughter, Wanda Faye, DecemSizes 14 to 17
Cooper Crider, George Eldred,
ber 12.
Frank Linton, W. S. Rice, J. J.
Mr. and Mrs. William EllsRosenthal, Henry Sevison, W. C.
worth Thatcher, 509 Varmint
Sparks, R. B. Taylor, Sr., R. B.
Trace, on the birth of a daughter,
Taylor, Jr., Richard Morgan, Miss
Linda Janet, December S.
Mary Wilson Eldred and the
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Thomas
hostess.
Heaton, Sr., Route I. on the birth
of a son, Dewey Thomas, Jr., NoB&PW Benefit Bridge
vember 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Edsel HarIs Held At Clubroom
birth of
The Business and Professional per, 316 N. Darby, on the
Women sponsored a Canasta- a daughter, Wanda Louise, DeBridge party at the B&PW Club- cember 11.
Mr. and Mrs. David Allen
room Friday, December 16.
There were three tables of ca- Wheeler, Route 2, Marion, on the
Phone 244
nasta and three tables of bridge. birth of a son, Edward Bruce.
The canasta prize was awarded December 6.
to Mrs. Dewey Ladd and the
bridge prize was awarded to Miss Princetonians Guests
Dorothy Wood.
Of Frankfort Couple
Those serving on the commitMr. and Mrs. J. E. McMakin,
tee were Miss Atha Stallins
of Frankfort. entertained ai their
chairman, Mrs. Julia Martin, Miss
constructed 'home in honor
Mabel MeLin, Mrs. Mina Tom newly
Princelonians who attendRyan, Mrs Frank Craig and Mrs. of the
ed t h e governor's inauguration
J J Roserrthal.
last week.
Mrs. McMakin is the former
Mary Nell Lyne Circle
Lottle Richardson, daughter of
EACH
MK. and Mrs. Leroy Richardson,
Has A Buffet Dinner
of Princeton.
The Mary Nell Lyne circle of
ROSES
POINSETTIAS
the First Baptist Church was
Goldnamer Employees
ONS
held recently at the home of the
CARNATI
Given Christmas Party
CYCLAMEN
hostesses, Mrs. Bernice Davis and
SNAP-DRAGONS
The employees of Goldnamer's
Miss Virginia McCaslin.._,
BEGONIAS
Store were entertained with a
GLADIOtA
Guest of honor was Miss Mary dinner given by Mr. Alfred Ehrennight,
Monday
Nashville,
of
wald,
Nell Lyne, a former missionary
GARDENIAS
ORCHIDS
to China and recently a mission- December 17, at the Princeton
ary among the Chinese people in Hotel Dining Room
Guests were ,Mr. and Mrs HilCalifornia. Colored slides of Miss
Lyne's work were shown to the lery Barnett, Mrs. Berdie Moore,
Mrs. Jessie Williamson, Mrs Madgroup.
The program, which was held lie Morse, Miss Nannie Holt, Mr.
in observance of the week of Gene Barrett -Ronald Murphy,
One Block North of Butler High School
prayer for foreign missions. was Mrs. Raul A. Lara and Mrs Louunder the direction of Mrs. Bes- ise Jones
7 A. M. till 8:30 P. M. Fri., Sat., and Mon.
STORE
HOURS:
sie Brelsford and Mrs Bernard
1 P. M. till 5 P. M.
Sunday
extenafter
located
are
Dams
Jones
Mere Cert.
Where Your U Have
A buffet dinner was served to sive "coring" tests of the river
bottoms.
12 guests.

CHRISTMAS
VALUES
66 Gauge All Du Pont
NYLON HOSE
First Quality

Memorial Wreaths

PURE COTTON BLANKET
Double-Plaid

$2941

A. H. TEMPLETON

BOYS' COWBOY SUITS
Button Coats

$$195
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a

Men's Beautiful
NOVELTY NECKTIES
Heavy Plaid
WORK SHIRTS

Men's Pure White
ALL COTTON HANDKERCHIEFS

The Gift That Is A Pleasure To Send
The Gift That Is A Pleasure To Receive

BOYS' SPORT COATS
Sizes 6 to 16

LARGE NOVELTY SCARFS

98' — $1.49 — $1.95
LADIES' NYLON SLIPS
95
$tql
NEJE.
Fancy Trim

Sizes 32 to 42
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At The Churches

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Geo W. Filer, Minister
Services:
Church School at 9:48 a. m.
Worship Service at 11:00 a. at.
CY?' meets at 6:00 p. in. each
Sunday,
Evening Worship at 7:30.
Chair Rehearsal each Wedne04
day at 7:00 p. m.

Jan. 30, 1925. Mr. and Mrs.
Cook Oliver entertained the
young folks of this community
Thursday night, January 15, with
a pound supper. A large crowd
was present.

Council campaign launching was
well attended.
• • •
Feb. 17, 1925. Floyd Collins
was found deed in Sand Cave
when rescuers reached his body
• • •
today in the natural rock vise
Feb. 3, 1925. Last Saturday where he had lain for seventeen
"Aunt" Rittie Brown, age 115 and days.
CRNTRAL PrtESBYTEXIAN
said to be the oldest colored wom• • •
Rev. Floyd Loperfido, pastor
an in Western Kentucky, died at l-reb. 17, 1925. At last Friday's
SUNDAY
the home of her granddaughter, sessions of the Kiwanis Club, Dr.
9:45 am. Sunday School
Alice Crider, in the Bartlettsville R. W. Ogilvie reported the re10:55 a. in., Morning Service
sult of the questionnaire distribsection of this city.
•• •
6:00 p. m. Youth Meeting
uted at a former meeting which
700 p. m. Worship Service
L-Pee). 3, 1925. Flora Jane, the strongly favored the establishWEDNESDAY
little daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ment of a hospital in Princeton.
• • •
7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service Sam•Koltinsky, who was operated on for a middle ear abcess by L--leb. 24, 1925. As per announceDr. I. Z. Barber, assisted by Dr. ment in our last issue, the CaldOGDEN METHODIST
R.
W. Ogilvie, is getting along well County Pretty Girl PopuRev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
larity Contest conducted by the
very nicely.
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Louisville Merchants Exposition
• • •
Company was brought to a close
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
Feb. 6, 1925. Mrs. J. C. HumMethodist Youth Fellowship, phries and daughter, Miss Calla Saturday afternoon. Bernice McCaslin won the contest with a
Humphries, of near Princeton,
II o'clock
vote of 83,529. Lucille Buttermore
are
spendin
g
a
week
or
10
days
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
was runner-up.
in Cadiz arid Hopkinsville.
• • 111
Wednesday Evening Servite, 7
P'e.b. 20, 1925. George and Maro'clock
Feb. 10, 1925. The father and shall Eldred,
of Vanderbilt Unison banquet held at the High versity
at Nashville, Tenn., spent
FIRST BAPTIST
School auditorium last night in last weeken
d with their parents,
H. G. M. Hatter, Pastor
connection with the Boy Scout Mr. and Mrs.
Dique Eldred.
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
10:50 a. in. Morning Service
than 50 years and ;a survive., by
6:15 p.m. Training Union
four daughters, two step-child-en,
7:30 p. In. Evening Worship
and two brothers.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday, J. W. Wood
Daughters are Mrs Luther
7:30 p.
Funeral services for J. W, Morse, (Mrs. Ed Barnes, Mrs.
Wood, 71, were conducted Sun- Roy Stevens and Mrs. Ernest
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
day afternoon, December 2, at Creasey. Step-Children are R. T
PRINCETON
the Pleasant Grove Baptist Thompson and Mrs. Carrie NichCHURCH UN THE IMMACUChurch by the Rev. Meadows, as- ols. Brothers are Virgil and
LATE CONCEPTION, EARLsisted by Rev. KIght. Burial was Charles Blackburn.
INGTON
in the Cedar Hi
First, third and fifth Sundays,
He was FreceedeRcin death, 11 Mrs. Emily Craine
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Funeral services for MTS. EmiSecond and fourth Sundays, years, by his wife.
Among the survivors are his ly Craine, 90, resident of Prince)dass at 10:00 o'clock.
daughter, Mrs. Cleo Kingery, and ton, were conducted at
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
1 p. m.
three granddaughters, Susie, Bon- Wednesday, December
12, at LibOUTWOOiS VETERAN'S HOS- nie and Ruby. Surviving brothers erty Church in Lyon county,
by
and sisters are John, Cobb; Clyde Rev. Reed Woodall
PITAL CHAPEL
and Rev.
Firbt, third and fifth Sundays, and Claude, of near Cobb; C. T., Knoth.
of Princeton; Mrs. Bernice RogMass at 10:30 o'clock.
Mrs. Craine, who died at her
Second and fourth Sundays, ers, Mrs. Herman Sizemore, Mrs. home on Monday afternoon, is
Cora
Newsom, of Cerulean, and survived by two grandso
Mass at 8 o'clock.
ns,
Mrs. Lulu Davis, of Cobb.
Claud Holsapple, of Chicago, IlHoly Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
He was a member of the Pleas- linois, and Ovid Holsapp
Rev. William Borntraeger is
le, of
Texas.
pastor and the Rev. Richard ant Grove Baptist Church.
Interme
(.71e=Lemo
nt
was in the Liberty
is is
Cemetery.
James L. Blackburn
FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
Funeral services for James L
(Roy Francis, Jr., pastor)
Sunday School every Sunday Blackburn, 70, of Caldwell coun- Butler Quintet Whips
ty, were conducted at 1:30 p. m.
afternoon at 2:30.
Marion 63-33 Tuesday
Preaching every second and Tuesday at Beech Grove Baptist
Butler High Tigers romped off
Church by Rev. Utley. Burial
fourth Sunday afternoons at
took place in Becch Grove Cern- to a good start in their first
2:30.
etery Arrangements were under game of the season when they
Prayer meeting every Sett/1.the direction of Morgan Fur.era' defeated Marion to the tune of a
de} at 7:30 p. in.
64-33 score, December 11 on
Home.
the Marion Court.
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
Mr. Blackburn az.e taught 'n
The Tigers early captured the
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett, pastor
Caldwell county schools for mo:e lead
and scoring at random
Radio Service. Sunday at 7:30
through the first half never sufFREDONIA BAPTIST
a. in.
fered a serious threat by Marion
Rev. W. B. Watts, Pastor
Sunday School-9:45 a. in.
throughout the remainder of the
Service
s
every
Sunday
. 11:00
Morning Worship 11 a. m.
game.
Sunday
School
9:45
a. m.
Training Union-6 p.
Butler's passin g, somewhat
a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
Evening Worship---7 p. m.
awkward and lack:ng coordinaTrainin
g
Union
6:30 p. m.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
tion, improved steadily and in
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 137 p. m.
ni. the second half,
showed good
timing and technique.
FREDONI1 CUMBERLAND
PENTICOSTAL HOLINESS
Williamson, Butl er forward,
Rev. W. E. Cunningham, pastor PRESBYTERIAN
took scoring honors with a total
Rev. Ray Wigginton, Pastor
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
of 21 baskets. Ortt and Hobby,
Sunday School 9:45 a. in.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
second place with 13 each, SalYouth Fellowship, 6:15 p. m.
Young People's Service 6:00
Preaching each first and third yens 10, Wilhelm 4, and Drenp.m.
nan 2.
Sunday, 1100 a. m.
Evangelistic Service 7 p.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m. Score by periods:
Wednesday evening
prayer
Princeton
16 34 42 63
service 7:00 p.m.
FREDONIA FIRST
Marion
3 17 26 33
PRESBYTERIAN
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
Butler line-up:
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
Ralph McConnell, pastor
Forwards: Williamson, CunPreaching services every secPrayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m. ningham, Ortt, Ped/ey.
ond and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m.
Center: Wilhelm. Wheeler.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Guards: Hobby, Drennan, Saland 7 p. m.
202 West Locust Street
yers, Ladd.
Prayer meeting every ThursLige Cook, Minister
day night at 7 p. m.
Bible study Sunday, 10:00 a.m.
Sunday school every Sunday
Baboons were venerated by the
Preaching and communion each ancient
morning at 10 a. m.
Egyptians. At death they
Sunday
,
11:00
a.
m.
were embalmed and interred in
Training Union 6 p. m.
Evening service 7:00 p. m.
a special cemetery.
Bible study Wed. 7:00 p. m.
CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN ."4
"'"•
The newly-born kangaroo is
"
•
1"
.
EDDY CREEK BAPTIST
Rey. Earl Phelps, Pastor
only about an inch )(mg and is
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
Sunday School, 9:45 a. m.
semi-transparent as an earthPreaching each first and third
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
Sunday, 11:00 a.m. and 7:15 p.m. worm.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. m.
Sunday School every Sunday
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. in.
10:00 a. in.
Prayer meeting every WednesPrayer meeting each Wednesday at 7:45 p. in.. followed by
day preceding first and third Sunchoir rehearsal.
LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH
IRev. Travis Terrell, pastor)
Services every second Saturday
night, at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday
at 11 a. m.
Sunday School at 10 am. and
services on fourth Sunday at 11
a. rn. and 7:30 p. in.

Remember these days! We lived each one of
them last year.
But now they are scraps of paper. They don't
matter any longer. The days ahead are the ones
that count!
That has always been the keynote of our
Christian religion. One of the greatest of the
early Christians expressed it for all time when
he wrote:
Forgetting those things which are behind,
and reaching forth unto those things which
are before, I press toward the mark—for
the prize of the high calling of God in Christ
Jesus. (St.Paul in Philippians 3:13, 14)
Let the churches of our community help us
to make this a truly happy New Year ...
That is no seasonal greeting—it is the call to
Christian worship and service for this coming
year.

THE CHURCH FOR ALL
ALL FOR THE CHURCH
The Church is the greatest factor on earth for
the building of character and good citizenship
It is a storehouse of spiritual values Without a
strong Church. neither democracy nor civilization
can survive There are four sound reasons why
every person should attend services regularly
and support the Church. They are f 1) For his
own sake. (2) For his children's take. (3) For the
sake of his community and nation (4) For the
sake of the Church itself, which needs his moral
and material support Plan to go to church regularly and read your Bible daily.
Book
Philippiaa•
Luk•
Roma.
1 John
Mark
Psalms
Psalms

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednead•y
Thursday
Friday
Saturd•y

Chapter
U

$742

1
10
16
111

1.4
17.51

Did you know th

This Series of Ads is Being Published Each Week in The Princeton
Leader As A Public
Service By The Following Business Establishments:

BLUE SPRING BAPTIST
Rev. Wade Cunningham, Pastor
Services every Sunday, 11:00
a. m. and 7:00 p. in.
Sunday School every Sunday at
10:00 a. m.
Prayer service, Wednesday
7:00 p. m.
Services each Saturday before
second Sunday, 2:30 p. m.

DONALDSON BAPTIST
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
CRESWELL BAPTIST
Sunday School, 10 a. m.
Rev. Herbert Lewis, Pastor
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
Evoning Worship, 7:45 p.
Preaching every Sunday, 11:00
(Second-Fourth Sundays)
a. m.
Prayer meeting, Wed., 7:45 p.m.
Prayer service Wednesday, 7:16
p.
FREDONIA PENTECOSTAL
Rev. Opal Miller, pastor
GENERAL BAPTIST
Sundae School 10 a.m.
Rev. Carroll Yarbrough, Paster
Sunday School every Sunday,
9:45 a. in.
Rev. Shirley DeBell, Minister
Worship Service every Sunday,
Sunday School-10:00 a. m.
11:00 a. in. and 7: p.
Ed Young, Supt.
Prayer service Wednesday, 7:30
Morning Service—II:00 a. in.
p. m.
Training Union-8:30 p. in.
Everett Hogan, Director
MT. OLIVET GENERAL
BAPTIST
Evening Service-7:90 p. m.
Rev. C A. Travis, Pastor
Hour of Prayer—WednesdayRegular services every fourth
7:00 n
Sunday School 1010 a. in. evAttend the church where you
ery Sunday.
will receive a cordial welcome.
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:in its
Man tifscoture
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STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS
Princeton, Ky.
Dial 2341

Citizens Ice Company

Complete Tire Service
Guaranteed Recapping and
Valc.antaing
PHONE 2819 211 N. HARRISON

PHILCO APPLIANCES
Phone 2747
PHONE 2061-2642

--

Princeton, Ky.

rerrIMPRVIr
-

SECOND BAPTIST
Rev. H. D. Knight, pastor
Sunday School 9:43 a. in.
Morning worship 11 a. in.
Training Union 6 p.
Evsnaa
orship 7 p. in.
Wetlftday service 7 p.

G-E? And did you
the 25th Anniversa
with the biggest v
says they're the bi

Kentucky Utilities Co.
PRINCETON, KY.

Hobby's Garage
P. 0. Boa 231

Phone 2558

PRINCETON, KY.
Sway her heart with has. giftrapturous rhinestone beauties.
They will odd a not* of splen•
dor on oll her smart codeine&

Hollowell's Furniture
114 E, MAIN

DIAL 3974

Belton. Hearing Service
0. A. Roland, Dbrirlbator
Hearing Aid - Batteries all Makes
311 Kenttseky Ave., Paducah, Kr

themselves. All we
see them. Model 17(
cabinet, concealed it
casters. 17-inch se

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
and inflammable decorations.
Freezing candles in the refrigerator before using makes them
slower burning and nearly dripproof!
To make sure that Santa's pack
By Dr. W. L. Cash
brings delight instead of danger
safety-check all items. Small chil(County Health Officer)
dren should never receive toys
as
holiChristm
your
let
Don't
removable
day be spoiled by accidents. A which have small
with poispainted
those
or
parts
can
as
Christm
safe and happy
or target
be insured by using common onous_dyes. Shooting
toys can endanger the eyes, and
sense safety rules.
electrical toys should get a douChristmas trees can be especible safety-check.
ally hazardous if precautions are
Complete Insurance Service
not observed. Every hour a cut
George Washington's military
tree is in the house, it becomes a
111 West Market St.
greater fire hazard. To prevent service began in 1753 when Gov.
MARK CUNNINGHAM
drying, bring in a fresh tree Dinwiddie of Virginia made him
shortly before Christmas and re- a lieutenant colonel of militia.
move it soon afterwards. Meanwhile, keep the trunk immersed
in water to prevent drying and
to help keep the tree green.
Wiring should be carefully
checked before putting it on the
tree and again at intervals to
Two VA Contact Offices
eliminate the possibility of frayed wires or bad connections.
Will Be Discontinued
Trimmings of cotton, paper and
Veterans Administration Conother highly inflammable matertact officers at Owensboro and
ial should be avoided.
Paducah will be discontinued at
Holiday candles are pretty but
the end of December, Ray R. Ad- LONE SURVIVOR: The "lone survivor" in a blaze which des.and
ams, regional Manager, announc- troyed Bickels Farm Hatchery at Columbus, recently, was this perilous. Extreme caution
lness is required if they
ed today. "Most Veterans seek- chicken which appears interested in the bustling activity of fire- watchfu
ing information regarding their men attempting to extinguish the blaze. Three hundred chickens are used as decoration. They must
be kept well away from walls
rights or claims resulting from died in the fire. (AP Wirephoto)
service in World War II have
moved into the house. It wasn't lured in a newly planted specibeen taken care of, and the worka
flashy, water-dripping leak, but men yew which only cost 840 to
load has dropped correspondingsubtle one, manifesting itself replace It also reminded me that
a
You could look the whole
ly," Adams said. "While it is rebig hunks of falling plaster. I didn't have insurance covby
tows over. trying to learn
grettable in 'some respects, econoff
my
fell
who
people
ering
Naively, we told a few of our
who buys it . .. who sells...
omy makes this contraction of
who rents . . . who repairs.
neighbors what gave—and discov- roof. But The Leak remained.
our service necessary. Veterans
I paid—and complained again.
Or, you could do it faster—
ered from their surprised ex(By Cynthia Lowry)
can Obtain full information about
without leaving your =ay
The Leak has been fixed at pressions that a leak is something Another set of woricrnen appeartheir claims or other information
ebair—by looking is the
in
public.
with
some
grey
about
powder
it.
mixed
talk
ed,
miss
doesn't
of
one
sort
I
and
by writing the Regional Office my house,
'YELLOW PAGES.'
adventures with The Leak A house leak, it appeared, was a liquid and they concentrated on
at 140$ West Broadway, Louis- Our
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y.
oofing
coped
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t
e
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h
m
chimne
conWaterpr
a
of
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IRN BILL T11.111,1110NO
e
private
SOLITH
suspens
all the
ville, Kentucky, direct or by con- have
in secret, like falsies and bed- they said. Then they spent an
story.
tinued
of
any
Officer
tacting the Service
hour trying to sell me the idea
We discovered it during the bugs.
Veterans Organization," she adwe
called a roofer. A couple of letting them line my gutters
after
rm
then
I
rainsto
driving
first
ded.
of days later a pair of sober- with copper—on their own time.
faced men appeared. Without I resisted firmly. When the next
further ado, one of them gave me roofer's bill arrived, it was eviy
a short course in leaks, introduc- dent that my chimne had been
ing me to esoteric words as waterproofed with platinum. The
d to
"flashing", caulking", and "porous Leak, however, had manage
gain a little ground. I didn't pay
brick."
up until the company lawyer
I was given to understand that
started sending threatening letfinding a leak was usually more ters.
difficult than hitting a mother
We had a magnificent exhibilode of gold. Then they trooped
d
into the house and looked mourn- tion of The Leak last weeken
what its patented OIL Creme bass
This time, try Netri-Tonic. See
evi- during a heavy rain. I resolutely
where
ceiling
the
at
fully
LEAKWITH
ts bearing this famous tradeKS
permanen
TRUC
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Millions
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space,
can do
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priced to $20 and up.
salons,
beauty
in
lotely
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ht
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mark have been
ful. They shook their heads, flashlig
PROOF BEDS. PROMPT, COURTEOUS SERVICE
of
water
a small stream
walked around the outside of the cated
entering between two boards.
house three times and departed.
We Also Pick Up Small Animals Free Of Charge
inserted a length of wire between
The following d a y they re- said board arid
ALMOST 113
backed out, dus--CALL-turned, built an impressive suhappy.
but
NUTRI-TONIC BOTTLE
ty
THE
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perstructure on the roof and spent
I
ng
The
the
day.
talked
followi
the day topside but several yards
IS PATENTED OIL CREME BASE.
rhood handyman into
away from the spot I thought neighbo
Mrs WHY NUTRI-TONIC WAVES
g on my roof. He located
should at least be under suspicion. climbin
of
end
the
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PHONE 3698, PRINCETON, KY.
other
wire,
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Occasionally they would address
- tigated. "A short shingle," he calresembl
tool
a
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y
chimne
the
AS 10 MINUTES!
We Pay All Phone Charges - - led it, and fixed it. I paid him
ing a grease gun. An extraordinfor
The
ce.
$1.50
Leak
his
assistan
arily large bill arrived on the
We Meet All Competition
WY REFILL IF
is gone.
first of the next month, followed
YOU HAVE PLASTIC
which
during
storm
heavy
by a
CURLERS
The Leak performed with enthusiasm.
I protested—after paying. Then
a couple of more men showed
up, this time with hammers.
•They set up another superstructure and spent a merry day tapping shingles. Upon descending,
they said that they were filling
nail holes with nails. The next
LIMITS° TINS
rainfall showed conclusively that
IPss
introdnators la ibis mu. You own
by
caused
During
not
was
Leak
The
Deluxe SO •• sad
the Marl:ionic
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the insulation from the
entrance. Then I telephoned a
new roofing firm. When its workmen arrived. I girlishly suggested they might find the seat of
the trouble by crawling in thei
airspace, locate the problem by
water stains.
They didn't ev en bother to
answer me. They went through
the old business of looking at the
falling plaster and circling the
TV set was a
home
first
world's
the
id you know
house a few times. The next day
ting
General Electric is celebra
a lone man returned and spent
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genuine mahogany
see them. Model 17C112,
cabinet, concealed swivel

43-38. Tommy Norman was high. tartest mamba of mothers emspoint man. The second team lost sent. The membership has now
by one point.
reached 92.
Mrs. Guy Nichols, Mrs. John
Miss Imogene Wigginton was a
Rice and Mr. W. L. Nichols were
at the library Monday afvisitor
in charge of concessions at the
Walter- Nebo game.
ternoon.
and Mrs. Wilfred
ColThe Beta Club is sponsoring
Jeanie Harper, member of the
sat, now residing at 817
street, Clarksville, Tenn. several money-making e n te r- Sophomore class, underwent an
Malterson, formerly Hilda prises. The proceeds will be
appendectomy at the Caldwell
, member of the class of spent for Christmas baskets.
County War Memorial Hospital
Anat
student
P.
T.
A.
The
met
a
afterFriday
been
has
University at Nash- noon in the library with about last Wednesday and is now retwenty-five members in attend- cuperating at her home at Flat
a,. the past year.
Yellaw Jackets won over ance. Mrs. Katy Perkins' room Rock.
Frat,‘ night, by a score of won the prize for having the
Ininell Donohoo, member of
the Junior class, remains a patient at the I. C. Hospital at Paducah.
Joe Conway, member of the
Junior class, who volunteered for
service in the Air Corps, left Saturday for training at Lrackland
Air Base in Texas.

Warning Given On
Christmas Hazards

Waves safely in little as 10 minutes
due to patented OIL Creme base

for: Horses, Cows and Hogs

INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL

NUTRI-TONIC
Permanents
for the price of

LONG DISTANCE
AVOID THE CHRISTMAS RUSH ON

D

14*s are
The 11°,
not tom/Vete
ithout.Mirfest
"rear
\‘‘

casters. 17-inch screen.

• Beautiful 17-inch
table model, genuine
mahogany veneered
cabinet. Model 17T4

Sprinkle it with nutmeg
In party glasses.
Family and friends will
enjoy this delicious dairy

854.85

drink.
Ordor a few quarts now
for holiday entertaining,

Fed

fete. Toe.

•Iwirtnantio• •Iod pieetwo tv••
pnottiettoli plow /mem

lines will be crowded oa
LONG DISTANCE telephone
in spite of the many
Day
as
Christm
Christmas Eve and
will be calling
soldiers
Many
new circuits we've added.
to put all calla
best
our
doing
job
the
home. We'll be on
falter service
get
You'll
through but there will be delays.
Christmas Ere or after
before
calls
your
if you make
call, you save time whim
Chrirmans Day. Whenever you
you call by number.

COMMISSEOIRWS SALE
STATE OF KENTUCKY, CALDWELL CIRCUIT COURT:
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tary equipment, planes,
and tanks. A manufacturer el
etries for little boys, Ar
Perlman, has abandoned t
western theme in packaging
products in favor of
surdas()
models of ships, jeeps and fig
pieces.
The toy people feel that
Western fad is far from
de
pointing to a "rising interest
Indians", and the fact that s
girls have taken to life on
plains. They estimate that are
90 per cent of 1052 playsuit
sa
will be western and Indian
c
tumes (they consider the
Ind
interest an expansion of the
c
boy phenomenon) and about
t•
per cent soldier, sailor, oo g
and Marine get-ups. There's a
some interest in apace ships
adventures on the moon
Perlman, however, is comer)
the Western thing is dead
own three boys have grown
bor
with being cowboys seven
d
a week and have taken up
w
games.

last week ing the evening, gifts were exith MT. and changed and the year's sunshine
Nadine Darrigo, et al, Defendants
Elizabethfriends were revealed.
r daughter,
By virtue of a judgment of the
Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Henson
In ChattanooCaldwell Circuit Court rendered
were called to Paducah Wednesthe above entitled cause at the
day by the death of his brother,
Oct. Term, 1951, the undersigned
will on 2nd MONDAY, the 14th
Frank Henson, who passed away
Day of January,'1962, being Counat Riverside Hospital Tuesday
ty Court day, between the hours
night after an illness of several
of 10 a. m. and 1 p. m., at the
weeks. Funeral services were held
Courthouse door in. Princeton,
at the Fillbeck-Cann funeral home
Ky., proceed to expose to public
in Benton Thursday afternoon.
sale to the highest bidder the folma S. Cruce, Clarks- Those attending the funeral from
lowing property:
is, is spending the holi- here were Mr. and Mrs. Henson,
The said tracts of land are deth her sister, Mrs. Ivan Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Yates, Jr.,
scribed in words and figures as
nett and Mr. Bennett.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Goheen, Mrs.
follows:
rs. Hugh HursaSer a n d W. S. Ceoheen, Wilford Baker, J.
Four certain tracts, pieces or
ughters, Jackie and Molly, all L. Yancey and E. T. Lobb.
parcels of 1 an d, situated lying
of Princeton, and Mr. and MTS.
Mrs. Ines Traylor, of Marion,
and being in Caldwell County,
Herbert Cochran and son, John was an overnight guest of Mr.
and State of Kentucky, on the
Parr, of Marion, were Sunday and Mrs. Coy Moore last week.
waters of Piney Creek of Tradedinner guests of Mrs. Florence
Rev. and Mrs. Ray Wigginton SCORE ONE FOR THE KID: Welterweight
Parr and Miss Dorothy Parr. The
champion Kid Gavilan water River, and described as foland J. E. Hillyard were in Ev- (right) tags Walter Cartier with an
overhand right in the third lows:
dinner was in observance of Mrs.
ansville last week.
round of their 10-round over-the-weight bout at Madison
Parr's birthday.
FIRST TRACT: Beginning at a
Square
Mr. and Mrs. Dock Baker and Garden Friday. The Kid won by a technical knockout in
the final black oak on the North side of
Mr. Roy Ashby is a patient in
children, Joyce Nell and Buddy, round.(AP Wirephoto)
the public road, thence N. W. 601
the Veterans hospital at Marion,
/
2
and Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher
poles to a stake, thence S. W. 31
Ill. His condition is not improved,
and son, Dennis, were in Padupoles to a stone in J. E. Wood
according to last reports.
cah Saturday.
line, thence S. E. with a division SEEKS ESCAPE FROM FIRE: A mother clutching her child
Mrs. Bill Smith and Mr. and
in
line with J. E. Wood 57 poles to her arms leans from the third story window of a burning Chicago
Mrs. George Milroy wera shop,
Pope Pius XII was born Eu- LOOK: It is self service and free WATCH MAKING: All
an
Elm
ón
the North side of pub- Ill., apartment house as she sought aid in escaping. A few minmakes and
pers in Evansville Saturday.
genio Pacelli in Rome, March 2,
parking at The Ideal Food Marmodels; clocks, jewelry repair- lic road, thence with said road utes later firemen rescued the pair, using ladders.
Picture was
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Granstaff, 1876. He became Pope March 2,
ket.
ed. All work guaranteed. Chas. N. E. MS poles to the beginning, made by Stephen Lasker, an amateur. (AP Wirephoto)
45-tic
of Paducah, were Sunday guests 1939.
"Pete" Russell, certified watch- containing 10 acres more or less.
of Mr. and Mrs. Coy Moore.
PRINCETON RADIO SALES &
maker. 203 N. Harrison St
SECOND TRACT: Beginning at State Civil Defense
Children's Next Hero
We will lend you
Bradley Henson has returned
The Protestant, Episcopal SERVICE: 203 N. Harrison
. In
33-tfc an Elm in the spring branch in Test Set For Januar
the money you
home from Riverside Hospital at Church was brought to America
y
May
Be
Militar
Man
y
rear of Russell's Jewelry
the
line
between L. G. Vickery
need to meet cxPaducah, Where he underwent in 1607 with the Jamestown ColThe first full-scale exerrise for
(By Cynthia Lowry)
Shop. F.M., A.M., Auto Radios, FOR SALE: Porter paints for the and J. E. Lindsey, running
ira holiday exthence the 'State's air defense
surgery last week.
onists.
inside or outside of your house Westerly and up
filter cenAutomatic record changers reNew
York
—
Young America's
the branch to ters
penses of all
The American Legion Auxilat Louisville and Lexington
or barn or other outbuildings. a white oak en the
paired. All work guaranteed.
next hero may be the military
branch, thence and
kinds.
iary met with Mrs. Kelly BradThe Perry Williams Home for
the
air
observat
See
Hodge
ion
posts
Motor
in
Sales
& Impl. South with a cross fence to Bob
13-tic
man instead of the hard-riding,
Phone or come
shaw Monday night of last week Actors, Pine Acres, is at East Istheir areas will be Jan. 12, Rob- straight
Co., phone 2093, W. Main street. Thomas' line, thence
-shooting cowpoke.
with his line
in lodoy for imfor the annual Christmas party, lip, Long Island, N. Y. It was FOR RENT: Two
ert
Hubbard
N.
,
deputy
Civil
Deunfurnished
45-tic
Edd
to
Wood's
line,
thence
with
There are straws in the wind.
Pot-luck dinner was served dur- founded in 1923.
mediate service.
apartments. Call 2550.
19-tic
his line to said Lindsey's line, fense director for Kentucky, an- The Toy Manufacturers
of t h e
nounced this week.
PIANOS. New and used, an- thence with his line to
4 _
4, 4,
_al,
_4,,
.
the beginU. S. A., a trade organization, retiques. Used furniture. STIN- ning, containing 50 acres
The exercise will be under themore or
ports that, for the first time since
SON PIANO CO., 113 W. 7th & less.
direction of the Eastern Air De1945, lines of military playsuits—
210 W. 7th Street, Hopainsville. THIRD
TRACT: Beginning with fense Command of the Air Force representing all branches of the
MARVIN STINSON, OWNER. a double
and will be staged from 7 a. m.
white oak in the old
service, male and female—have
until 4 p. m. Airplanes from the
23-tic line between L. B.
appeared on the market. Also aw
Vickery's and Air
Force,
the Civil Air Patrol peering
are miniatures of milIWANTED TO BUY: Dogwood Erner White on the South side of and
the State Department of
Timber of 20, 40, 80 inch old branch, thence running a Aeronaut
ics
will
criss-cro
Kenss
Westerly
direction 41 rods and
lengths. Diameter 5 inches and
/
2 feet up the now branch to a tucky ,to test the ability of obup. Must have 21
/
2 inches of 51
servers at the posts to trace inwhite wood between a defec- sycamore, on the south side of
vaders during a possible emertive heart and the bark. 18 said branch, containing one acre gency.
inches clear between knots and more or less.
Some 300 civilian volunteers
FOURTH TRACT: Beginning at
other defects. Payment is cash
on delivery. $55 per 180 cu. ft. a white oak on the South side of will man each filter center to
rick. See or call Tandy's Gro- the branch, thence West about 2 sift information telephoned from
cery and Cream Station, Prince- poles to a red elm (on same side the posts and relay it to the Air
ton, Ky. Draper Corporation. of branch), thence nearly South Force. About 25 volunteers will
to a white oak, Thomas and Mea- work at each post.
GIFT BOXED
21-tfc
dows corner, thence with MeaHubbard said about 80 per cent
FOR SALE: At Leader office, dow's line, Eastward to a
double of the posts planned for the LouisRemington Rand Duplicator white oak, H. N. Haile's and
Mea- ville area will be active by the
ink, stencil, correction fluid, dow's corner, thence with
Hailes erercise date and that about half
typewriter ribbon, carbon pap- line, Northward to the beginnin
g, those in the Lexington area will
er, also Remington Rand type- containing 18 acres more or
less. be active. They have been in the
TOWNCRAFT
writers and adding machine.
First tract being the same land process of organization since Sep/IR/
conveyed to E. M. White by J. tember.
BIDS BEING RECEIVED: The
E. Wood, by deed dated the 11th
Most of Kentucky is included
City Board of Education will day of
February, 1911 of record in the
two areas. Part of Southaccept 'bids on re-wiring the in Deed
Book
main service and distribution well County 33, page 96, Cald- eastern Kentucky reports to a
Court Clerk's Office.
system at Butler High School
Second tract being the same filter center at Knoxville and
MEN'S
fropi now until 3 p. m. Decem- land
conveyed to E. M. White by part of Southwestern Kentucky "1 can't make out the others. But the bottom tine says '
GIFT SETS
ber 24. Contact Supt. Ruel W. H. N.
Haile and F. J. Haile, his reports to Nashville. There will Creamery's Homogenized Vitamin D Milk."
Cairnes for details and specifi- wife,
Includes After
by deed dated the 2nd day be about 350 observation posts in
cations.
Shave, Lather
of December, 1909, of record in the state when the organiza
tion
Shave and
SALESMAN • Old established Deed Book 31, page 438, Calchvell is completed.
Shampoo
Plus
County
Court
Clerk's Office.
company has opening for two
Third tract being the same
men and two women to work in
land
conveyed to Emner White
Princeton, Kentucky. Earnings:
$125 or more, per week. Car by L. G. Vickery and wife, Rosin
necessary. Home every night. Vickery, by deed dated the 17th
Write in care of Princeton day of August, 1919, of record in
Deed Book 42, page 490, Caldwell
Leader, Box 529.
24-22c
County Court Clerk's Office.
FOR RENT: Furnished apartment
Fourth Tract being the same
with private bath. Phone 3620. land conveyed to E. M. White
by
427 E. Market Street.
25-1tc L. G. Vickery and wife, by deed
dated December 31, 1909 of recWANTED TO RENT: Two or
ord in Deed. Book 31, page 530,
three bedroom house about
Catilidew
ecll County Court Clerk)
January I. Phone 2294 or 3761,
Office.
Princeton, Ky.
25-1tc
Said sale is being made for diPEACHES, Hunt's California
OLEOMARGARINE, Mi Choice
FOR SALE: Stokol Stoker used vision among heirs. The purchaser
No. 2/
1
2 can
three seasons. Will install in will be required to give bond
Ii lb. colored sticks lb.
your furnace with 'all controls. with good personal security ,for
PUMPKIN, Alice
Guaranteed for $115. Phone the payment of the purchase
PEAS, Eatmore, excellent quality
2707, Citizens Ice Co.
25-lie money, payable to the M a s te r
No. 21/2 can
No. 303 can
1.5c
Commissioner, bearing 6 percent
STRAYED OR STOLEN: Small interest from date
until paid,
FRUIT
COCKT
AIL,
Dole,
TOMATO SOUP, Phillips
dog, light tan color, short hair, having the effect
of a Judgment
gray in face weighing about 10 or Replevin bond,
large No. 21
/
2 can
101
/
2 oz. can .
on which exepounds. $25 reward for return cution may issue
at maturity,
or information leading to his with 11 lien reserved
CHERR
Y CHOCOLATES, Brach's
for the payrecovery. See Dr. C. F. Engel- ment thereof. Said
sale will be
lb. box
1
hardt.
25-Its made on a credit of six months.
Attorney C. R. Baker
TOMATO JUICE COCKTAIL, College
CHRISTMAS FOOD SALE: BeSOUTHERN PECANS, U. S. No. 1
ginning at 8:30 a. m., Saturday, Amy Frances Littlepage, Master
Inn 46 oz. can
31c
Commiss
ioner C. C. C.
large thin shell 2 lbs.
December 22, at Kentucky UtilPrinceton, Ky., Dec. 17, 1951.
ities office. Will consist of
CRUSHED PINEAPPLE, Silver River
VEGETABLE SOUP, Phillips
25-3tc
cakes, $1.00 and up, pies, 40c
No. 2/
1
2 can
28c
and up, cookies, candies, dres101
/
2 oz. can . .
CANINE PARATROOPS
sed chickens, etc. Sponsored by
Manila
CRANB
ERRY
—
(AP)
SAUCE
—
,
Ocean
The
PhilipSpray
Ladies A i d of Cumberland
pines army is preparing to train
Presbyterian Church.
7 oz. can
25-1te a new
10c
paratroop team of dogs to
BE INDEPENDENT: Own and aid airborne units in fighting the
COUNT
RY
ESTAT
E FACIAL SOAP
FLOUR, Pure & White
operate your own. Western Auto elusive Communist Huks. Dogs
10 bars to plastic bag . . . 49c
Store. No experience necessary. presently are assisting army for10 tbs. plain .
Cash investment required. ces in tracking down Reds in thick
COFFE
E, Chase & Sanborn
Write for free booklet, Western jungle areas. The new K-9 air1 lb. can
Auto Supply Company, 4116 borne unit will be 180 strong and
North Union Street, St. Louis, include 150 German Shepherd polMissouri.
25-2tc ice dogs imported from Japan
and mixed assortment of 10 other
BANANAS, large fancy ripe
SAVE THE IDEAL WAY; Shop
APPLES, Turley Winesaps, U. S. No. 1
dogs. American military advisers
at The Ideal Food Market. 45-tfc now
pound
141
are training recruits for a
/
2c
29c
3 pounds ....
full airborne battalion of 500
Card Of Thanks
men. The para-dogs will be atHiett—We wish to express our tached
to that battalion.
deepest appreciation to our relaHAMS, Sugar Cured, 10 to 14 pound overag
tives and friends for their many
e,
Coast Guard insignia follow
acts of kindness, messages and Navy
whole or half, pound .
custom with the addition
. 59c
sympathy and beautiful floral ofof the Coast Guard shield on cap
ferings in the recent death of and
sleeve insignia of officers.
our beloved father, Mr. Robert
The unpaid principal of the
H. Hiett. We especially thank the
World War I debt owed the U. S.
Rev Woodall and the Brown
as of July 1, 1950, was $11,434,ISO WOMEN'S FALL DRESSES
Funeral Home.
794,809.
K. Hiiett and Mn. Ernest
Champion
25- Ite
The Salvation Army, established in the United States in 1880,
Card Of Thanks
has approximately 1,380 corps and
To Our Friends:
outposts and more than 5,000 ofWe should like to thank you
ficers.
for your thoughtfulness and to
wish you the season's greetings
The Roston Red Sox lost 12 of
Mr. Ind Mrs. W. W. Glenn, their last 19 games in 1951. Their
Charlet* and Tommy 25-Itp last nine games *ere all losses.

HANDKERCHIEFS
49c - 98c -1.49

DRESS SHIRTS
`C`,1`,!..r
2.98

YOUNG BROAD BREASTED TURKEYS,
Fresh Dressed, Over 16 pounds 59c a pound
Under 16 pounds 69c a pound

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

REPRICED
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